WJCL Board Meeting
April 2, 2011, 11:00 am
Brookfield Academy Commons

Attendance:
Nicole Bray  BA
Max Read  MadWest*
Ari Pollack  MadWest*
Evan DiPrete Brown, Esq.  MadWest*
Kate Wellenstein  MadWest*
Duncan E. Adams  MadWest*
Mahalia Sobhani  BA
Patrick Shirley  BA
Ruth Osier  BA
Gale A. Stone  MadWest*
Neil Sheaffer  Tosa East/West
Saify Sobhani  BA
Marnie Wallach  DSHA
Quinn Otero  DSHA
Daniel R. Trunzo I  BA
Safeeyah Quereshi  BA

* Madison West Public High School for the Arts: For the Win

Minutes:
I. Welcome and Introductions- 11:11 am

II. Nationals
   A. Transportation
      1. Mags has 52 people so far
      2. MUHS, Luther Prep, and St. Anthony have not given numbers
         a. MUHS will contact Mags as soon as possible with numbers
         b. Patrick will ask Luther Prep about their Nationals numbers
         c. St. Anthony is not going
   B. Registration
      1. Remember to pay for the extra night
      2. The next step after sending in the packet request form is an email with more information
   C. Activities
      1. Ludi
         a. Practices are a good idea again
         b. May be on the same day (not exact same times) as Certamen practices
      2. Certamen
         a. “Castra” idea
            i. Day long practices
            ii. Involve lectures from teachers (Greg?)
iii. Upper level students mentor lower level
iv. Practice with category (such as Myth, Grammar, or History) rounds and rounds against teachers

b. Location issue
i. Compromise between Madison and Milwaukee, such as Delafield or Watertown
ii. Hosting students is another option, but it depends on how many students are interested in practices

III. Miscellaneous
A. Spirit themes for Nationals have been announced
   1. Tuesday- JCL: Unbridled Spirit
   2. Wednesday- Post-it to the Purple and Gold
   3. Thursday- KFC: Kentucky Fried Classics
   4. Friday- A Day In Old Rome: Turning Back The Page
B. The new website
   1. At wjcl.org
   2. General consensus: it’s so pretty and functional!
   3. More pictures will be up soon

IV. Adjournment (Move to Lunch)- 11:23 am
A. The next meeting is 1:00 pm at DSHA
   1. This is the voting meeting
   2. Who can vote: members of the 2011-2012 board, state chairs, sponsors, and one representative from each school (who is not an officer, state chair, or sponsor)
   3. So please come to this meeting!
B. Off to the WJCL Middle School Certamen Invitational!